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Eddy resolving model including atmosphere-ocean-feedbacks
[Durgadoo et al. 2013]
Wind changes        
 Agulhas Leakage
[Biastoch et al. 2015]
Agulhas Leakage 
 AMOC
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Global 2m temperature
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FOCI - Flexible Ocean and Climate Infrastructure
FOCI – High Resolution Nest
INALT10
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INALT10 coupled vs. ocean-only
0 1000 years 150 yrs
Coupled INALT10piControl 1850
Accompanying ocean-only     experiments 
COREv2 forcing 30yr spin-up + hindcast 1958-2009
Ocean-only
Coupled
70˚W - 70˚E, 50˚N - 10˚N
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1/10˚, L46
64.5 million grid points
SST bias in FOCI
CMIP5
Coupled Coupled Nest Difference
Boreal summer
JAS
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AMOC timeseries 26˚N & 34˚S
Coupled Ocean-only
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Agulhas Current
[Beal et al. 2015]
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Agulhas Leakage - ARIANE




• Seed particles at 32˚S
• 5-daily mean velocities







































Agulhas – Wind stress








































• Highly flexible and efficient model system
• High-resolution AGRIF nests in a fully coupled model
• Key quantities very well resolved
Ongoing:
• Agulhas Regime impact on AMOC
• Transient runs starting 1850, present day & CMIP6 protocol
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